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SPECIAL LAUNCH PRICE (Even though Shares LAST!!!! )Fun!! Fun! Let your creativity run
wild!*Printed on one part of the paper *Extremely Fun and Relaxing! Fun!30 Original Artist Designs,
HIGH RES A STRIKING Coloring Book!
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Raunchitudinous  Having coloured in a large number of swear-phrase coloring books, We rank this
one pretty high in terms of phrasing and design.  My video offers a flip-though that operates through
about 75% of the reserve. They're not the focus of the picture, as they're the backdrop, but it is
something that I observed.STRENGTHS? Basic coloring throughout, not requiring plenty of complex
detail work? Many distinct, unusual, and unique cases of profanity. This publication does not just
recycle potty-mouth language within various other sweary coloring books.General, it appears like it'll
be a fun reserve to color and $6... this strikes me as amateurish and not the kind of thing I'd expect
from a more experienced graphic designer? A few of the phrases are very long, turning out to be
sentences not only iconic terms . Pages aren't as heavy as some coloring books, if you are using
markers there will be bleed through. Took a graphic of my favorite page. I find this odd and less
funny than punchy crude expressionsOverall, it's a nice book and a lot of fun. I'm looking forward to
coloring in it with close friends this holiday season. This coloring book is cute, filled up with animals.
clean lineart This book contains 30 images that are pretty darn cute. The paper is usually standard
printer paper since it's completed through CreateSpace, however the images are single sided. The
images are all high quality and non-pixelated, but that being said I observed something as I had
taken preview images for this review. There are only 6 or 7 exclusive backgrounds, rotated and
flipped in various ways to appear somewhat different. The others is yours to find on your own!
There's one typo on a page (it says 'holly' instead of 'holy') and several the pictures have the text
linking from the series above to the series below (i.e.! If you're coloring the text all the same then that
wouldn't be an issue, but sometimes I like experimenting with mediums and colours for different
terms/letters.? Great paper, heavy and rigid? Funny combo (very unique) of cutesy animals mixed
with profanityWEAKNESSES? The line-fat of the images is certainly inconsistent, so you possess
gray lines, black lines, and lines of different thickness .95 is not a bad price for a coloring book, and
the primary reason for it to be 4 stars instead of 5 is that it seems like the images are copy/pasted
and put together just like a collage of sorts. So funny and great strain relief Other than the one
spelling mistake of “holly” instead of “holy”, I cherished this! I viewed several books before deciding
on this one and I’m so glad I bought it.. If you don’t like profanity, then USUALLY DO NOT buy this.
I thought it was a hoot but the person I purchased them for was offended - that's really funny
because this person uses each one of these words in normal discussion. Got this as a gift for my
sister... Improperly perfect!. I tore out one of the blank sheets in the back and put is normally behind
the page I was using markers one.!.. Love it! Love the snarky books! Excellent.. I bought 2 for friends
who were going through a tough time and they got a big laugh out of it.. Decided to obtain one for
myself, too! Hilarious! The pictures are complex enough to charm to adults and the pets remain
pretty adorable.. Are You Adult Plenty of To See These Phrases? We all need to admit we bought
this for the dinosaur one. Love it! Very funny Wife thought it had been hysterical, kept her
entertained for days! to the adult coloring globe but have fallen in love with it I am new to the adult
coloring globe but have fallen in love with it!! New New Love! the image demonstrated on the cover
between the "y" in you and "t" below it).! :) Cute & The images have become clear. I highly
reccomend. However the others are hilarious as well. Gets to the point! Five Stars Everything I
hoped it would be and more . Crazy funny. My girlfriend and I just have got a blast coloring with
your books.!
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